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La Diva

  

A cross between a stupendous Blueberry clone from DJ Short and our own Il Diavolo, this is a first generation auto. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 9,50 €

Price with discount 8,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 9,50 €

Sales price without tax 8,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,86 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankDelicious Seeds 

Description 

A cross between a stupendous Blueberry clone from DJ Short and our own Il Diavolo, this is a first generation auto. A vigorous grower and
despite being a medium-sized plant, usually creates good lateral branches.
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Once the seeds germinate, we should try and place them in the final pot or space. Either in a small container (yoghurt pot size) to see the
plants’ initial development to then transfer them into the final pot before the third pair of leaves become visible.

This will prevent premature flowering. Indoors, it’s a good idea to separate the plants as they grow so that light can reach all the lateral
branches. Good yields are easy for beginners and more advanced growers alike.

In very cold climates it’s a very attractive option for a summer harvest while in Mediterranean, or warmer, climes two or three harvests a season
are very common.

La Diva will surprise you with its delicate aroma and fruity taste with citrussy back notes.

During drying the more volatile substances give way to a taste somewhere between acidic fruit and pepper with a hash aftertaste.

The effect is very strong and physical although it causes light mental stimulation, making it very tolerable from the start.

Some consumers experience a state of deep introspection, ideal for meditation or simple contemplation.

A strain that has been shown to be a perfect analgesic and to calm states of anxiety or nervousness.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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